Abstract-A smart structure technology for autonomous gain and phase tailoring was adapted to develop a new accelerometer that possesses both an excellent low-frequency response and a high operational bandwidth. The freedom associated with the uncoupling of the gain and phase tailoring to an accelerometer-based structure transfer function can be shown to vastly expand the performance area of traditional accelerometers. We used free-fall detection to demonstrate this newly found capability with its wide applicability to portable devices and which is perceived as extremely difficult to pursue for magnetic disk drives. A micromachined accelerometer was developed to demonstrate the expanded applicability of this innovative concept that integrates smart structure technology to accelerometer design. Both theoretical derivations and experimental verification of this new class of accelerometers are detailed in this paper.
In addition to the step responses, continuous driving characteristics of the microplatforms with 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 PMs were studied. Fig. 9(a) shows the displacement of the microplatform with 2 × 2 PMs with a driving current of 0.15 A. The continuous step motions are based on the step response as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The final displacement after the three step motions is 5.2 mm, which is equivalent to one and a half coils. Fig. 9(b) shows the continuous displacement of the microplatform with 2 × 3 PMs. The step motion for the microplatform with 2 × 3 PMs is similar to that for the microplatform with 2 × 2 PMs.
B. Evaluations
Final values (displacements) are defined by using the experimental results shown in Fig. 8 . 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, the magnetically driven linear microactuator using microsystem fabrication techniques is successfully developed. From the results, the driving method is found to be available for driving the microplatform. The final values of the step responses depend on the driving currents. From the study on carrying capacity, it is found that the microplatform carries about the same load as itself. The microplatform shows the continuous motion according to the computer signals. As a result, the microactuator mentioned previously is found to be useful for some kinds of applications such as microconveyer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because the performance of an accelerometer is most prominently demonstrated by its frequency response, the frequency and the damping factor associated with the first resonant mode becomes the primary design concern whenever a new potential accelerometer is developed. In fact, this implicit rule of thumb effectively limits an accelerometer bandwidth to 1/10 to 1/5 of its first resonant frequency such that the achieved linearity and accuracy will be better than 5-10% [1] . Because accelerometer performance is so tightly linked to the base structure, the operational bandwidth and the sensitivity required almost immediately determine the size of the accelerometer. In this article we incorporate smart structure technology developed over the past two decades [2] into an accelerometer design. This concept provides us with a method to vastly expand the design freedom of accelerometers, which was first reported by Hsu and Lee in 2002 [3] . At that time, to clearly illustrate the impact of this series of sensors, the concepts of point-distributed sensors (named PoD sensors) and APROPOS devices (acronym for autonomous phase-gain rotation/linear piezoelectric optimal sensing) were described [3] . This study reported that the usable bandwidth of this newly developed accelerometer can be enhanced by incorporating an APROPOS device onto a PoD sensor, as gain and phase tailoring are autonomous [3] . To verify the sensitivity and applicability of this newly invented piezoelectric accelerometer as a micromachine-based device and to explore application areas not attainable by previous accelerometers, a free-fall motion was chosen as the metrology target in this article [4] . It is worth noting that free-fall sensing has been deemed an important research and development target of the magnetic disk drive industry for the past 25 years because of the rapid advancement of portable devices [4] . Nevertheless, the difficulty of detecting the start of a free fall has hindered the implementation of this line of technology [5] . Fig. 1(a) shows the chosen schematic of the PoD sensor in this article where a one-dimensional cantilever plate is the flexible structure and where the structure serves as the sensor structure of the PoD sensor to measure the targeted vibration source from the testing structure. Because the APROPOS device can offer spatial weighting in a spatial domain by utilizing its distributed sensor attached onto a small size flexible structure [3] , a no-phase delay low-pass filter can be embedded in the sensor transfer function of the PoD sensor shown in Fig. 1(a) . Thus, this PoD sensor acts as a point sensor while having the advantage of possessing a good low-frequency sensitivity in addition to a wide usable bandwidth derived from the distributed sensor technology. Because the frequency range of the flexible structure implemented by a micromachine process [6] is in the range of kilohertz to several kilohertz, a micromachine-based accelerometer serves as the best matching platform for implementing a PoD sensor. In this article, a micromachine-based PoD sensor designed by an APROPOS device will be demonstrated to clearly show the importance of this newly invented accelerometer. The basic theory and design flow of APROPOS devices by Hsu and Lee can be found in a separate paper [3] and will not be repeated in this article.
II. CONCEPTS OF POD SENSORS

III. CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF APROPOS DEVICES
The basic geometry of distributed sensor is similar to the onedimensional plate shown in Fig. 1(a) , where various distributed sensor designs are attached to one-dimensional flexible structures [2] . A spatial weighting function is applied to the y axis to modulate the structure strain in the x direction, that is, the measured structure characteristic of this distributed sensor is the combination of an overall monitored structure characteristic and additional filtering effect in a spatial domain. The design concept of the APROPOS device form the bases for us (1) to express the bending displacement as four wave modes (e.g., propagation waves e jkx and e −jkx and evanescent waves e −kx and e −kx ), (2) to use the method of image mathematical tool to expand these four wave modes into an infinite domain (i.e., allow the four discontinuous waves to propagate in an imaginary infinite domain), (3) to apply zero weighting to the discontinuous waves by the effective surface electrode which occur at the boundaries, and (4) to merge each of the two waves of the propagating waves and evanescent waves by using a symmetric effective surface electrode R e (x) with respect to its origin. Thus the sensor equation can be written as [3] 
By considering each wave mode as a two-sided Laplace transform, a no-phase delay low-pass filter was proved possible to be implemented in a spatial domain with a proper surface electrode R(x) [3] . This is the fundamental reason why an APROPOS device can perform autonomous gain and phase tailoring. It can be seen from (1) that this spatial filtering effect is executed externally to the original structure characteristics, which is the local strain of the origin. This point is known as the targeted origin w (x, t) = −k 2 e −jωt [−(w lp + w rp ) +(w le + w re )]. Thus, the transfer function of an APROPOS device is the superposition of the characteristics of the structure, the local characteristics of the targeted origin, and the spatial filtering effect.
Because external vibrations are transmitted to the accelerometer from the fixed end, the targeted origin was placed exactly at this fixed end [ Fig. 1(a) ] to ensure the accelerometer output equaled the no-phase delay low-pass filter multiplied by the sensor structure response, as measured with the fixed end as the sensing point. As Hsu and Lee [3] previously reported that an APROPOS device with a targeted origin placed at a fixed-end has an odd-function effective surface electrode in an infinite domain, the integration by parts when applied to the sensor equation in (1) can be written as
where the spatial weighting is zero in an infinite domain. Note that the equivalent effective surface electrode R e (x) of this odd-function APROPOS device is an even function in (2) , that is, R e (x) = R (x). This equivalent effective surface electrode R e (x) has an mathematical form identical with the one in (1). That is, this odd-function APROPOS device offers a no-phase delay filtering effect to the shear force of the targeted origin in an infinite domain. Following the previously suggested design of Hsu and Lee [3] , the effective surface electrode was chosen as
where α is a chosen corner wavenumber, β is a chosen wavenumber slightly smaller then the inverse of the length of the one-dimensional plate, and c is a constant to make the weighting at the free end to be zero. By substituting this effective surface electrode into (2) and transfer into a frequency domain [3] , the sensor equation becomes
whereᾱ is the transformed corner frequency of the designed corner wavenumber α [3] . It is clear from (4) that this APROPOS device measures the local shear force at the fixed end with a −20 dB/decade no-phase delay low-pass filter in a frequency domain. As this "onedimensional structure" serves as a sensor structure [ Fig. 1(a) ], it becomes a "point sensor" having a no-phase delay filtering effect that measures the exiting source from the fixed end. This method provides us with an opportunity to set the corner frequency of the low-pass filter at a very low wave number; e.g., low enough to filter out the influence of the first sensor structure mode.
IV. MINIATURE FREE-FALL SENSORS
In 1996, Lee et al. [5] experimentally verified that at the moment of a free-fall motion, the acceleration changes from zero to one gravity g instantly. A free-fall sensor to measure the time history of a free-fall motion was first implemented by Hsu and Lee in 2001 [4] . The main idea behind free-fall sensing lies in the fact that an acceleration change is a kind of force response that can be measured by a mechanical structure. Based on the experimental results of Hsu and Lee [4] , the frequency range of the free-fall motion is about 50-100 Hz, a relatively low-frequency signal with respect to those found by using traditional accelerometers. Because none of the traditional accelerometers possesses enough sensitivity in this frequency range, the force response of a free-fall motion can never be measured. As a micromachined process is compatible with a semiconductor process, a micromachinebased free-fall sensor designed using a PoD sensor is the only sensor at this time that allows us to meet our objective. In the next section, a micromachine-based PoD sensor will be implemented to experimentally demonstrate and verify this line of thought.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A 2000-µm-long by 20 µm-wide by 6-7-µm-thick micromachinebased PoD sensor designed by an APROPOS device is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where the structure and geometry are also detailed. A 20.1-mm-long by 6-mm-wide by 1.8-mm-thick PZT plate with a uniform electrode was used as the reference signal, and the result is shown as the thick line in Fig. 2(a) . The first resonant frequency of this PZT plate was 1.41 kHz. The corner wavenumber of the APROPOS device was set at 0.1, and its effective surface electrode was R(x) = e −0.1|x| −0.5712 sin(0.01122x). The resonant frequency of this PoD sensor was set to 1.29 kHz. Substituting these parameters and values of the first resonant frequency into (4) that is the dispersion relationship, the corner frequency of the no-phase delay low-pass filter was found to be 
The experimental results of this PoD sensor are shown as the thin line in Fig. 2(a) . Both the gain and frequency of the PZT plate and PoD sensor were normalized so that comparisons would be possible. Note that the frequency response of the PoD sensor was flattened because of the effect of the APROPOS device and that no phase delay was associated with the gain tailoring. The experimental data also indicate that the usable bandwidth was enhanced to 95% of the first resonant frequency, which is about 1.2 kHz with the adoption of the APROPOS device.
To further verify the sensitivity and performance of the PoD sensor, a free-fall motion experiment identical with the setup previously used by Hsu and Lee [5] was performed, where a He-Ne laser light beam to a photovaristor was used to serve as a reference signal of the start of the free-fall motion. The implemented PoD sensor served as a freefall sensor. A current amplifier with sensitivity of 10 V/nA coupled with a built-in electronic one-pole 10-kHz low-pass filter was used as the interface circuit, which was placed far from the first resonant frequency of the PoD sensor to eliminate the high-frequency noise without influencing either the gain or the phase of the transfer function of the PoD sensor [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The digital oscilloscope was triggered by the photovaristor [5] and a 30% pretrigger was used to ensure that the time signal obtained would include the beginning of the fall. Note that the signal of the free fall was about 100 Hz, as mentioned previously [4] , which was calculated from the time interval of the measured free-fall signal. The distance h between the He-Ne laser to the starting point of free-fall was about 1.7 cm, which corresponds to about 58.87 ms per the free-fall equation h = gt 2 /2, where g equals the gravity constant 9.8 m/s 2 . The time difference between this measured free fall to the photovaristor was about 56 ms, which is close to the predicted value of 58.87 ms. In summary, the experimental data obtained demonstrate very clearly that the performance of the micromachine-based miniature freefall sensor can be designed and successfully implemented by adopting an APROPOS device concept in the design of a PoD sensor.
VI. CONCLUSION
The fundamental design view and principles related toward integrating an APROPOS device concept into PoD sensor design, that is, piezoelectric accelerometers and piezoelectric acceleration sensors, were presented. By taking advantage of the freedom of placing the targeted origin anywhere on the base structure of the sensor implemented by an APROPOS device, the vibration source can be measured directly without being delayed by the sensor structure itself when the targeted origin is placed at the fixed end. The performance of the PoD sensor developed by incorporating an APROPOS device demonstrates the development of a new class of accelerometers with a low firstresonant frequency and at the same time has a no-phase delay low-pass filter to reduce the gain of its first-resonant frequency and increase its low-frequency sensitivity without sacrificing bandwidth. Furthermore, adopting a micromachined process to implement this new class of accelerometer leads us to an optimum sensor for measuring free-fall motion. It can been seen that a miniature free-fall accelerometer measures free-fall motion without being affected by such factors as the detrimental noise generated by the sensor structure resonance, such as electronic filter-induced delay and distortion created by structure characteristics. In summary, experimental results prove that micromachine-based sensors and regular machine-based PoD sensors developed incorporating an APROPOS device concept are excellent innovative accelerometers for free-fall sensing.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that in the digital control of continuous systems, the sampling rate is a critical design parameter. For better control performance, a faster sampling frequency relative to closed-loop bandwidth is desirable. However, computer and sensor constraints restrict the achievable sampling frequency. For example, in an embedded hard disk drive (HDD) servo system, the control system has to work with a limited sampling frequency because the position error signal (PES) measurement speed is limited to minimize the percentage of disk surface used for storing servo information, i.e., to maximize the data capacity.
With the fast development of microelectronics and digital signalprocessing techniques, control system designers have long been resorting to multirate control techniques to deal with the problem of limited sampling frequency [1] - [17] . It has been shown that multirate-sampling technique may greatly improve the system performance, such as improving the transient system behavior, improving the system stability margins by relocating the plant zeros, enhancing the disturbance rejection property, etc. By changing the control input N times faster than the system output is sampled, Moore et al. [1] demonstrated that both the closed-loop poles and zeros can be arbitrarily assigned if the order of the controllers p and the input-updating coefficient N satisfy a certain condition. However, they also pointed out that the multirate strategy also produces a degradation in the intersample behavior, namely, intersample ripples may appear in the closed-loop system. This problem has also been pointed out by other researchers such as Goodwin and Feuer [3] and Tangirala et al. [4] .
Intersample ripple is undesirable in industrial control applications because the plant output fluctuation may cause wear and tear on the actuator. A multirate control design was proposed in [5] to attack the intersample chattering. However, the method is only applicable to a control plant that has at least one integrator in its model, and it is required that the reference input of the system be a step signal. In [2] , a new multirate control scheme for a general, linear time invariant system had been given based on the conventional multirate pole-zero assignment [1] . A constraint on the controller parameters was introduced in the new scheme to force the multirate control inputs to converge to a same constant level to eliminate the intersample ripple. In this paper, supplementations and corrections have been made to the multirate control scheme proposed in [2] . Moreover, the proposed method is applied to a 5.25-in HDD servo system. The experimental results show that 
